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Abstract

We introduce two modal natural deduction systems that are suitable to represent and reason about transformations of
quantum registers in an abstract, qualitative, way. Quantum registers represent quantum systems, and can be viewed as the
structure of quantum data for quantum operations. Our systems provide a modal framework for reasoning about operations
on quantum registers (unitary transformations and measurements) in terms of possible worlds (as abstractions of quantum
registers) and accessibility relations between these worlds. We give a Kripke–style semantics that formally describes quantum
register transformations, and prove the soundness and completeness of our systems with respect to this semantics.

1. Introduction

Quantum computing defines an alternative computational paradigm, based on a quantum model [4] rather than a classical
one. The basic units of the quantum model are thequantum bits, or qubits for short (mathematically, normalized vectors
of the Hilbert SpaceC2). Qubits represent informational units and can assume bothclassical values 0 and 1, and all their
superpositional values.

A quantum registeris a generalization of the qubit: a generic quantum registeris the representation of a quantum state
of n qubits (mathematically, it is a normalized vector of the Hilbert spaceC2

n

). In this paper, we are not interested in the
structure of quantum registers, but rather in the way quantum registers are transformed. Hence, we will abstract away from
the internals of quantum registers and represent them in a generic way in order to describe how operations transform a register
into another one.

It is possible to modify a quantum register in two ways: by applying a unitary transformation or by measuring. Unitary
transformations (corresponding to the so-called unitary operators of the Hilbert space) model the internal evolutionof a
quantum system, whereas measurements correspond to the results of the interaction between a quantum system and an
observer. The outcome of an observation can be either the reduction to a quantum state or the reduction to a classical (non
quantum) state. In particular, in this paper, we say that a quantum registerw is classicaliff w is idempotent with respect
to measurement, i.e. each measurement ofw hasw as outcome. We call a measurementtotal when the outcome of the
measurement is a classical register.

We propose to model measurement and unitary transformations by means of suitable modal operators. More specifically,
the main contribution of this paper is the formalization of amodal natural deduction system [12, 14] in order to represent (in an
abstract, qualitative, way) the fundamental operations onquantum registers: unitary transformations and total measurements.
We call this systemMSQR. We also formalize a variant of this system, calledMSpQR, to represent the case of generic (not
necessarily total) measurements.

It is important to observe that our logical systems are not a quantum logic. Since 1936 [5], various logics have been
investigated as a means to formalize reasoning about propositions taking into account the principles of quantum theory,
e.g. [7, 8]. In general, it is possible to view quantum logic as a logical axiomatization of quantum theory, which provides an
adequate foundation for a theory of reversible quantum processes, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 10].
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Our work moves from quite a different point of view: we do not aim to propose a general logical formalization of quantum
theory, rather we describe how it is possible to use modal logic to reason in a simple way about quantum register transfor-
mations. Informally, in our proposal, a modal world represents (an abstraction of) a quantum register. The discrete temporal
evolution of a quantum register is controlled and determined by a sequence of unitary transformations and measurements
that can change the description of a quantum state into otherdescriptions. So, the evolution of a quantum register can be
viewed as a graph, where the nodes are the (abstract) quantumregisters and the arrows represent quantum transformations.
The arrows give us the so-called accessibility relations ofKripke models and two nodes linked by an arrow represent two
related quantum states: the target node is obtained from thesource node by means of the operation specified in the decoration
of the arrow.

Modal logic, as a logic of possible worlds, is thus a natural way to represent this description of a quantum system: the
worlds model the quantum registers and the relations of accessibility between worlds model the dinamical behavior of the
system, as a consequence of the application of measurementsand unitary transformations. To emphasize this semantic view
of modal logic, we give our deduction system in the style oflabelled deduction[9, 13, 15], a framework for giving uniform
presentations of different non-classical logics. The intuition behind labelled deduction is that the labelling (sometimes also
called prefixing, annotating or subscripting) allows one toexplicitly encode in the syntax additional information, ofa semantic
or proof-theoretical nature, that is otherwise implicit inthe logic one wants to capture. Most notably, in the case of modal
logic, this additional information comes from the underlying Kripke semantics: the labelled formulax:A intuitively means
thatA holds at the world denoted by the labelx within the underlying Kripke structure (i.e. model), and labels also allow one
to specify at the syntactic level how the different worlds are related in the Kripke structures (e.g. the formulaxRy specifies
that the world denoted byy is accessible from that denoted byx).

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we define the labelled modal natural deduction systemMSQR, which contains two
modal operators suitable to represent and reason about unitary transformations and total measurements of quantum registers.
In Section 3, we give a possible worlds semantics that formally describes these quantum register transformations, and prove
the soundness and completeness ofMSQR with respect to this semantics. In Section 4, we formalizeMSpQR, a variant of
MSQR that provides a modal system representing all the possible (thus not necessarily total) measurements. We conclude in
Section 5 with a brief summary and a discussion of future work. Full proofs of the technical results are given in the appendix.

2 The deduction systemMSQR

Our labelled modal natural deduction systemMSQR, which formally represents unitary transformations and total mea-
surements of quantum registers, comprises of rules that derive formulas of two kinds: modal formulas and relational formulas.
We thus define a modal language and a relational language.

The alphabet of therelational languageconsists of:

• the binary symbolsU andM,

• a denumerable setx0, x1, . . . of labels.

Metavariablesx, y, z, possibly annotated with subscripts and superscripts, range over the set of labels. For brevity, we will
sometimes speak of a “world”x meaning that the labelx stands for a worldI (x), whereI is an interpretation function
mapping labels into worlds as formalized in Definition 2 below.

The set ofrelational formulas(r–formulas) is given by expressions of the formxUy andxMy.
The alphabet of themodal languageconsists of:

• a denumerable setr, r0, r1, . . . of propositional symbols,

• the standardpropositional connectives⊥ and⊃,

• the unarymodal operators� and�.

The set ofmodal formulas(m–formulas) is the least set that contains⊥ and the propositional symbols, and is closed under
the propositional connectives and the modal operators. MetavariablesA, B, C, possibly indexed, range over modal formulas.
Other connectives can be defined in the usual manner, e.g.¬A ≡ A ⊃ ⊥,A∧B ≡ ¬(A ⊃ ¬B), A ↔ B ≡ (A ⊃ B)∧(B ⊃
A), ♦A ≡ ¬�¬A, �A ≡ ¬�¬A, etc.

Let us give, in a rather informal way, the intuitive meaning of the modal operators of our language:
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[x:A]....
x:B

x:A ⊃ B
⊃ I

x:A ⊃ B x:B
x:B

⊃ E

[x:¬A]....
y:⊥

x:A
RAA x:⊥

α ⊥E

[xRy]....
y:A

x:⋆A
⋆I∗

x:⋆A xRy

y:A
⋆E

xUx
Urefl

xUy

yUx
Usymm

xUy yUz

xUz
Utrans

xMy

xUy
UI

[xMy]....
α
α Mser∗

xMy

yMy
Msrefl

α(x) xMx xMy

α(y/x)
Msub1

α(y) xMx xMy

α(x/y)
Msub2

In ⋆I, y is fresh: it is different fromx and does not occur in any assumption on whichy:A depends other thanxRy.
In Mser , y is fresh: it is different fromx and does not occur inα nor in any assumption on whichα depends other thanxMy.

Figure 1. The rules of MSQR

• �A means:A is true after the application of any unitary transformation.

• �A means:A is true in each quantum register obtained by a total measurement.

A labelled formula(l–formula) is an expressionx:A, wherex is a label andA is an m–formula. Aformula is either an
r–formula or an l–formula. The metavariableα, possibly indexed, ranges over formulas. We writeα(x) to denote that the
labelx occurs in the formulaα, so thatα(y/x) denotes the substitution of the labely for all occurences ofx in α.

Figure 1 shows the rules ofMSQR, where the notion ofdischarged/open assumptionis standard [12, 14], e.g. the formula
[x:A] is discharged in the rule⊃ I:

Propositional rules: The rules⊃ I, ⊃ E andRAA are just the labelled version of the standard ([12, 14]) natural deduction
rules for implication introduction and elimination and forreductio ad absurdum, where we do not enforce Prawitz’s
side condition thatA 6= ⊥.1 The “mixed” rule⊥E allows us to derive a generic formulaα whenever we have obtained
a contradiction⊥ at a worldx.

Modal rules: We give the rules for a generic modal operator⋆, with a corresponding generic accessibility relationR, since
all the modal operators share the structure of these basic introduction/elimination rules; this holds because, for instance,
we expressx:�A as the metalevel implicationxUy =⇒ y:A for an arbitraryy accessible fromx. In particular:

• if ⋆ is � thenR isU,

• if ⋆ is � thenR isM.

Other rules:

• In order to axiomatize�, we add rulesUrefl , Usymm, andUtrans , formalizing thatU is an equivalence relation.

• In order to axiomatize�, we add rules formalizing the following properties:

– If xMy then there is specific unitary transformation (depending onx andy) that generatesy fromx: ruleUI.
– The total measurement process is serial: ruleMser says that if from the assumptionxMy we can deriveα

for a freshy (i.e. y is different fromx and does not occur inα nor in any assumption on whichα depends
other thanxMy), then we can discharge the assumption (since there always is somey such thatxMy) and
concludeα.

– The total measurement process is shift-reflexive: ruleMsrefl .

1See [15] for a detailed discussion on the ruleRAA, which in particular explains how, in order to maintain the duality of modal operators like� and♦,
the rule must allow one to derivex:A from a contradiction⊥ at a possibly different worldy, and thereby discharge the assumptionx:¬A.
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– Invariance with respect to classical worlds: rulesMsub1 andMsub2 say that, ifxMx andxMy, theny must
be equal tox and so we can substitute the one for the other in any formulaα.

Definition 1 (Derivations and proofs). A derivationof a formulaα from a set of formulasΓ in MSQR is a tree formed using
the rules inMSQR, ending withα and depending only on a finite subset ofΓ; we then writeΓ ⊢ α. A derivation ofα in
MSQR depending on the empty set,⊢ α, is aproofof α in MSQR and we then say thatα is a theorem ofMSQR.

For instance, the following labelled formula schemata are all provable inMSQR (where, in parentheses, we give the
intuitive meaning of each formula in terms of quantum register transformations):

1. x:�A ⊃ A
(the identity transformation is unitary).

2. x:A ⊃ �♦A
(each unitary transformation is invertible).

3. x:�A ⊃ ��A
(unitary transformations are composable).

4. x:�A ⊃ �A
(it is always possible to perform a total measurement of a quantum register).

5. x:�(A ↔ �A)
(it is always possible to perform a total measurement with a complete reduction of a quantum register to a classical
one).

6. x:�A ⊃ ��A
(total measurements are composable).

As concrete examples, Figure 2 contains the proofs of the formulas 5 and 6, where, for simplicity, here and in the following
(cf. Figure 5), we employ the rules for equivalence (↔ I) and for negation (¬I and¬E), which are derived from the
propositional rules as is standard. For instance,

[x:A]1....
y:⊥

x:¬A ¬I1

abbreviates

[x:A]1....
y:⊥

x:⊥
⊥E (orRAA)

x:A ⊃ ⊥
⊃ I1

We can similarly derive rules about r–formulas. For instance, we can derive a rule for the transitivity ofM as shown at the
top of the proof of the formula 6 in Figure 2:

xMy yMz

xMz
Mtrans

abbreviates

yMz

yMz

zMz
Msrefl

xMy

xMz
Msub1

3. A semantics for unitary transformations and total measurements

We give a semantics that formally describes unitary transformations and total measurements of quantum registers, and
then prove thatMSQR is sound and complete with respect to this semantics. Together with the corresponding result for
generic measurements in Section 4, this means that our modalsystems indeed provide a representation of quantum registers
and operations on them, which was the main goal of the paper.

Definition 2 (Frames, models, structures). A frameis a tupleF = 〈W,U,M〉, where:
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[y:A]2
[xMy]1

yMy
Msrefl

[yMz]3

z:A
Msub1

y:�A �I3

y:A ⊃ �A
⊃ I2

[y:�A]4
[xMy]1

yMy
Msrefl

y:A
Msub1

y:�A ⊃ A
⊃ I4

y:A ↔ �A
↔ I

x:�(A ↔ �A)
�I1

[x:�A]1
[yMz]3

[yMz]3

zMz
Msrefl

[xMy]2

xMz
Msub1

z:A
�E

y:�A �I3

x:��A �I2

x:�A ⊃ ��A ⊃ I1

Figure 2. Examples of proofs in MSQR

v
M

// w v
M

// w

M


v

M



M
��

?
U

��

v
M

// w

M



M
��

?
U

  

(ii) (iii) (iv) (iii) and (iv)

Figure 3. Some properties of the relation M

• W is a non-empty set ofworlds
(representing abstractly the quantum registers);

• U ⊆ W ×W is an equivalence relation
(vUw means thatw is obtained by applying a unitary transformation tov; U is an equivalence relation since identity
is a unitary transformation, each unitary transformation must be invertible, and unitary transformations are compos-
able);

• M ⊆ W ×W
(vMw means thatw is obtained by means of a total measurement ofv);

with the following properties:

(i) ∀v, w. vMw =⇒ vUw

(ii) ∀v. ∃w. vMw

(iii) ∀v, w. vMw =⇒ wMw

(iv) ∀v, w. vMv & vMw =⇒ v = w

(i) means that although it is not true that measurement is a unitary transformation, locally for eachv, if vMw then there
is a particular unitary transformation, depending onv andw, that generatesw from v; the vice versa cannot hold, since
in quantum theory measurements cannot be used to obtain the unitary evolution of a quantum system.(ii) means that each
quantum register is totally measurable.(iii) and (iv) together mean that after a total measurement we obtain a classical
world. Figure 3 shows properties(ii) , (iii) and (iv), respectively, as well as the combination of(iii) and(iv).2

2Note that while (iv) says thatv is idempotent with respect toM , a unitary transformationU could still be applied tov (and hence the dotted arrow
decorated with a “?” forU ).
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⊃ I, ⊃ E, RAA, ⊥E, ⋆I∗, ⋆E, Urefl , Usymm , Utrans,

xPy

xUy
PUI

xPy yPz

xPz
Ptrans

[xPy] [yPy]....
α
α class∗

α(x) xPx xPy

α(y/x)
Psub1

α(y) xPx xPy

α(x/y)
Psub2

In ⋆I, y is fresh: it is different fromx and does not occur in any assumption on whichy:A depends other thanxRy.
In class , y is fresh: it is different fromx and does not occur inα nor in any assumption on whichα depends other thanxPy
andyPy.

Figure 4. The rules of MSpQR

A modelis a pairM = 〈F , V 〉, whereF is a frame andV :W → 2Prop is an interpretation function mapping worlds
into sets of formulas.

A structureis a pair S = 〈M ,I 〉, whereM is a model andI :Var → W is an interpretation function mapping
variables (labels) into worlds inW , and mapping a relation symbolR ∈ {U,M} into the corresponding frame relation
I (R) ∈ {U,M}. We extendI to formulas and sets of formulas in the obvious way:I (x:A) = I (x):A, I (xRy) =
I (x)I (R)I (y), andI ({α1, . . . , αn}) = {I (α1), . . . ,I (αn)}.

Given this semantics, we can define what it means for formulasto be true, and then prove the soundness and completeness
of MSQR.

Definition 3 (Truth). Truth for an m–formula in a modelM = 〈W,U,M, V 〉 is the smallest relation� satisfying:

M , w � r iff r ∈ V (w)
M , w � A ⊃ B iff M , w � A =⇒ M , w � B
M , w � �A iff ∀w′. wUw′ =⇒ M , w′ � A
M , w � �A iff ∀w′. wMw′ =⇒ M , w′ � A

Thus, for an m–formulaA, we writeM � A iff M , w � A for all w.
Truth for a formulaα in a structureS = 〈M ,I 〉 is then the smallest relation� satisfying:

M ,I � xMy iff I (x)MI (y)
M ,I � xUy iff I (x)UI (y)
M ,I � x:A iff M ,I (x) � A

We will omitM when it is not relevant, and we will denoteI � x:A also by� I (x):A or even� w:A for I (x) = w. By
extension,M ,I � Γ iff M ,I � α for all α in the set of formulasΓ. Thus, for a set of formulasΓ and a formulaα,

Γ � α iff ∀M ,I . M � I (Γ) =⇒ M � I (α)
iff ∀M ,I . M ,I � Γ =⇒ M ,I � α

By adapting standard proofs (see, e.g., [9, 12, 13, 14, 15] and the proofs in the appendix), we have:

Theorem 1(Soundness and completeness ofMSQR). Γ ⊢ α iff Γ � α.

4. Generic measurements

In quantum computing, not all measurements are required to be total: think, for example, of the case of observing only
the first qubit of a quantum register. To this end, in this section, we formalizeMSpQR, a variant ofMSQR that provides a
modal system representing all the possible (thus not necessarily total) measurements. We obtainMSpQR from MSQR by
means of the following changes:
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[x: � ¬(A ⊃ �A)]2 [xPy]1

y:¬(A ⊃ �A)
�E

[y:A]3 [yPy]1 [yPz]4

z:A
Psub1

y: � A
�I4

y:A ⊃ �A
⊃ I3

y:⊥
¬E

x:¬ � ¬(A ⊃ �A)
¬I2

x:¬ � ¬(A ⊃ �A)
class1

Figure 5. An example proof in MSpQR

• The alphabet of the modal language contains the unary modal operator� instead of�, with corresponding�, where
�A intuitively means thatA is true in each quantum register obtained by a measurement.

• The set of relational formulas contains expressions of the formxPy instead ofxMy.

• The rules ofMSpQR are given in Figure 4. In particular,⋆ is either� (as before) or�, for which thenR is P, and
whose properties are formalized by the following additional rules:

– If xPy then there is a specific unitary transformation (depending on x andy) that generatesy from x: rulePUI.

– The measurement process is transitive: rulePtrans .

– There are (always reachable) classical worlds:class says thaty is a classical world reachable from worldx by a
measurement.

– Invariance with respect to classical worlds for measurement: rulesPsub1 andPsub2 .

Derivations and proofs inMSpQR are defined as forMSQR. For instance, in addition to the formulas for� already
listed forMSQR, the following labelled formula schemata are all provable in MSpQR (as shown, e.g., for formula 3
in Figure 5):

1. x: � A ⊃ �A
(it is always possible to perform a measurement of a quantum register).

2. x: � A ⊃ � � A
(measurements are composable).

3. x:�(A ⊃ �A), i.e.x:¬ � ¬(A ⊃ �A)
(it is always possible to perform a measurement with a complete reduction of a quantum register to a classical
one).

The semantics is also obtained by simple changes with respect to the definitions of Section 3. Aframe is a tupleF =
〈W,U, P 〉, whereP ⊆ W × W andvPw means thatw is obtained by means of a measurement ofv, with the following
properties:

(i) ∀v, w. vPw =⇒ vUw
(as for (i) in Section 3).

(ii) ∀v, w′, w′′. vPw′ & w′Pw′′ =⇒ vPw′′

(measurements are composable).

(iii) ∀v. ∃w. vPw & wPw
(each quantum registerv can be reduced to a classical onew by means of a measurement).

(iv) ∀v, w. vPv & vPw =⇒ v = w
(each measurement of a classical registerv hasv as outcome).

Modelsandstructuresare defined as before, withI (P) = P , while thetruth relation now comprises the clauses

M , w � �A iff ∀w′. wPw′ =⇒ M , w′ � A
M ,I � xPy iff I (x)PI (y)

7



Finally, MSpQR is also sound and complete.

Theorem 2(Soundness and completeness ofMSpQR). Γ ⊢ α iff Γ � α.

5. Conclusions and future work

We have shown that our modal natural deduction systemsMSQR andMSpQR provide suitable representations of quan-
tum register transformations. As future work, we plan to investigate the proof theory of our systems (e.g. normalization,
subformula property, (un)decidability), in view of a possible mechanization of reasoning inMSQR andMSpQR (e.g. en-
coding them into a logical framework [11]). We are also working at extending our approach to represent and reason about
further quantum notions, such as entanglement.
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A Proof of soundness and completeness

Theorem 1 follows from Theorems 3 and 4 below.

Theorem 3(Soundness ofMSQR). Γ ⊢ α impliesΓ � α.

Proof. We letM be an arbitrary model and prove that ifΓ ⊢ α then� I (Γ) implies� I (α) for anyI . The proof proceeds
by induction on the structure of the derivation ofα fromΓ. The base case, whereα ∈ Γ, is trivial. There is one step case for
each rule ofMSQR.

Consider an application of the ruleRAA,
[x:¬A]....
y:⊥

x:A
RAA

whereΓ′ ⊢ y:⊥ with Γ′ = Γ ∪ {x:¬A}. By the induction hypothesis,Γ′ ⊢ y:⊥ impliesI (Γ′) � I (y):⊥ for anyI . We
assume� I (Γ) and prove� I (x):A. Since2 w:⊥ for any worldw, from the induction hypothesis we obtain2 I (Γ′), and
thus2 I (x):¬A, i.e.� I (x):A and2 I (x):⊥.

Consider an application of the rule⊥E,
x:⊥
α ⊥E

with Γ ⊢ x:⊥. By the induction hypothesis,Γ ⊢ x:⊥ impliesI (Γ) � I (x):⊥ for anyI . We assume� I (Γ) and prove
� I (α) for an arbitrary formulaα. If � I (Γ) then� I (x):⊥ by the induction hypothesis. But since2 w:⊥ for any world
w, then2 I (Γ) and thus� I (α) for anyα.

Consider an application of the rule⋆I
[xRy]....
y:A

x:⋆A
⋆I

whereΓ′ ⊢ y:A with y fresh and withΓ′ = Γ ∪ {xRy}. By the induction hypothesis, for all interpretationsI , if � I (Γ)
then� I (y):A. We letI be any interpretation such that� I (Γ), and show that� I (x):⋆A. Letw be any world such that
I (x)I (R)w whereI (R) ∈ {U,M} depending on⋆. SinceI can be trivially extended to another interpretation (still
calledI for simplicity) by settingI (y) = w, the induction hypothesis yields� I (y):A, i.e.� w:A, and thus� I (x):⋆A.

Consider an application of the rule⋆E
x:⋆A xRy

y:A
⋆E

with Γ1 ⊢ x:⋆A andΓ2 ⊢ xRy, andΓ ⊇ Γ1 ∪ Γ2. We assume� I (Γ) and prove� I (y):A. By the induction hypothesis,
for all interpretationsI , if � I (Γ1) then� I (x):⋆A and if� I (Γ2) then� I (x)I (R)I (y), whereI (R) ∈ {U,M}
depending on⋆. If � I (Γ), then� I (x):⋆A and� I (x)I (R)I (y), and thus� I (y):A.

The rulesUrefl , Usymm , andUtrans are sound by the properties ofU .
The ruleUI is sound by property (i) in Definition 2.
Consider an application of the ruleMser

[xMy]....
α
α Mser

with Γ′ = Γ ∪ {xMy}, for y fresh. By the induction hypothesis,Γ′ ⊢ α impliesI (Γ′) � I (α) for anyI . Let us suppose
that there is anI ′ such that� I ′(Γ′) and2 I ′(α). Let us consider anI ′′ such thatI ′′(z) = I ′(z) for all z such that
z 6= y andI ′′(y) is the worldw such thatI ′′(y)Mw, which exists by property (ii) in Definition 2. Sincey does not occur
in Γ nor inα, we then have that� I ′′(Γ′) and2 I ′′(α), contradicting the universality of the consequence of the induction
hypothesis. Hence,Mser is sound.

The ruleMsrefl is sound by property (iii) in Definition 2.
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Consider an application of the ruleMsub1

α(x) xMx xMy

α(y/x)
Msub1

with Γ1 ⊢ α(x), Γ2 ⊢ xMx, Γ3 ⊢ xMy, andΓ ⊇ Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3. We assume� I (Γ) and prove� I (α(y/x)). By the
induction hypothesis,Γ1 ⊢ α(x) impliesI (Γ1) � I (α(x)), Γ2 ⊢ xMx impliesI (Γ2) � I (x)MI (x), andΓ3 ⊢ xMy
impliesI (Γ3) � I (x)MI (y). By property(iv) in Definition 2, we then haveI (x) = I (y) and thus� I (α(y/x)):A.
The case for ruleMsub2 follows analogously.

To prove completeness (Theorem 4), we give some preliminarydefinitions and results. For simplicity, we will split each
set of formulasΓ into a pair(LF ,RF ) of the subsets of l–formulas and r–formulas ofΓ, and then prove(LF ,RF ) � α
implies (LF ,RF ) ⊢ α. We call (LF ,RF ) a contextand, slightly abusing notation, we writeα ∈ (LF ,RF ) whenever
α ∈ LF or α ∈ RF , and writex ∈ (LF ,RF ) whenever the labelx occurs in someα ∈ (LF ,RF ). We say that a context
(LF ,RF ) is consistentiff (LF ,RF ) 0 x:⊥ for everyx, so that we have:

Fact 1. If (LF ,RF ) is consistent, then for everyx and everyA, either(LF∪{x:A},RF ) is consistent or(LF∪{x:¬A},RF )
is consistent.

Let (LF ,RF ) be thedeductive closureof (LF ,RF ) for r–formulas under the rules ofMSQR, i.e.

(LF ,RF ) ≡ {xRy | (LF ,RF ) ⊢ xRy}

for R ∈ {U,M}. We say that a context(LF ,RF ) is maximally consistentiff

1. it is consistent,

2. it is deductively closed for r–formulas, i.e.(LF ,RF ) = (LF ,RF ), and

3. for everyx and everyA, eitherx:A ∈ (LF ,RF ) or x:¬A ∈ (LF ,RF ).

Let us write(LF ,RF ) �S
c

α whenS c � (LF ,RF ) impliesS c � α. Completeness follows by a Henkin–style proof,
where a canonical structure

S
c = 〈M c,I c〉 = 〈W c, U c,M c, V c,I c〉

is built to show that(LF ,RF ) 0 α implies(LF ,RF ) 2S
c

α, i.e.S c � (LF ,RF ) andS c
2 α.

In standard proofs for unlabelled modal logics (e.g. [6]) and for other non-classical logics, the setW c is obtained by
progressively building maximally consistent sets of formulas, where consistency is locally checked within each set. In our
case, given the presence of l–formulas and r–formulas, we modify the Lindenbaum lemma to extend(LF ,RF ) to one single
maximally consistent context(LF ∗,RF ∗), where consistency is “globally” checked also against the additional assumptions
in RF .3 The elements ofW c are then built by partitioningLF ∗ andRF∗ with respect to the labels, and the relationsR
between the worlds are defined by exploiting the informationin RF ∗.

In the Lindenbaum lemma for predicate logic, a maximally consistent andω-complete set of formulas is inductively built
by adding for every formula¬∀x.A a witnessto its truth, namely a formula¬A[c/x] for some new individual constantc.
This ensures that the resulting set isω-complete, i.e. that if, for every closed termt, A[t/x] is contained in the set, then so
is ∀x.A. A similar procedure applies here in the case of l–formulas of the formx:¬⋆A. That is, together withx:¬⋆A we
consistently addy:¬A andxRy for some newy, which acts as awitness worldto the truth ofx:¬⋆A. This ensures that
the maximally consistent context(LF ∗,RF∗) is such that ifxRz ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) impliesz:B ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) for everyz,
thenx:⋆B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), as shown in Lemma 2 below. Note that in the standard completeness proof for unlabelled modal
logics, one instead considers a canonical modelM c and shows that ifw ∈ W c andM c, w � ¬⋆A, thenW c also contains
a worldw′ accessible fromw that serves as a witness world to the truth of¬⋆A atw, i.e.M c, w′ � ¬A.

Lemma 1. Every consistent context(LF ,RF ) can be extended to a maximally consistent context(LF ∗,RF ∗).

3We consider only consistent contexts. If(LF ,RF ) is inconsistent, thenLF ,RF ⊢ x:A for all x:A, and thus completeness immediately holds for
l–formulas. Our language does not allow us to define inconsistency for a set of r–formulas, but, whenever(LF ,RF ) is inconsistent, the canonical model
built in the following is nonetheless a counter-model to non-derivable r–formulas.
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Proof. We first extend the language ofMSQR with infinitely many new constants for witness worlds. Systematically letb
range over labels,c range over the new constants for witness worlds, anda range over both. All these may be subscripted.
Let l1, l2, . . . be an enumeration of all l–formulas in the extended language; whenli is a:A, we write¬li for a:¬A. Starting
from (LF 0,RF0) = (LF ,RF ), we inductively build a sequence of consistent contexts by defining(LF i+1,RF i+1) to be:

• (LF i,RF i), if (LF i ∪ {li+1},RF i) is inconsistent; else

• (LF i ∪ {li+1},RF i), if li+1 is nota:¬⋆A; else

• (LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A, c:¬A},RF i ∪ {aRc}) for ac 6∈ (LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i), if li+1 is a:¬⋆A.

Every (LF i,RF i) is consistent. To show this we show that if(LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i) is consistent, then so is(LF i ∪
{a:¬⋆A, c:¬A},RF i ∪ {aRc}) for a c 6∈ (LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i); the other cases follow by construction. We proceed by
contraposition. Suppose that

(LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A, c:¬A},RF i ∪ {aRc}) ⊢ aj :⊥

wherec 6∈ (LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i). Then, byRAA,

(LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i ∪ {aRc}) ⊢ c:A ,

and⋆I yields
(LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i) ⊢ a:⋆A .

Since also
(LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i) ⊢ a:¬⋆A ,

by¬E we have
(LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i) ⊢ a:⊥ ,

i.e. (LF i ∪ {a:¬⋆A},RF i) is inconsistent. Contradiction.
Now define

(LF ∗,RF ∗) = (
⋃

i≥0

LF i,
⋃

i≥0

RF i)

We show that(LF ∗,RF ∗) is maximally consistent, by showing that it satisfies the three conditions in the definition of
maximal consistency. For the first condition, note that if

(
⋃

i≥0

LF i,
⋃

i≥0

RF i)

is consistent, then so is

(
⋃

i≥0

LF i,
⋃

i≥0

RF i) .

Now suppose that(LF ∗,RF ∗) is inconsistent. Then for some finite(LF ′,RF ′) included in(LF ∗,RF∗) there exists ana
such that(LF ′,RF ′) ⊢ a:⊥. Every l–formulal ∈ (LF ′,RF ′) is in some(LF j ,RF j). For eachl ∈ (LF ′,RF ′), let il be the
leastj such thatl ∈ (LF j ,RF j), and leti = max{il | l ∈ (LF ′,RF ′)}. Then(LF ′,RF ′) ⊆ (LF i,RF i), and(LF i,RF i)
is inconsistent, which is not the case.

The second condition is satisfied by definition of(LF ∗,RF ∗).
For the third condition, suppose thatli+1 6∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Thenli+1 6∈ (LF i+1,RF i+1) and(LF i ∪ {li+1},RF i) is

inconsistent. Thus, by Fact 1,(LF i ∪ {¬li+1},RF i) is consistent, and¬li+1 is consistently added to some(LF j ,RF j)
during the construction, and therefore¬li+1 ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

The following lemma states some properties of maximally consistent contexts.

Lemma 2. Let (LF ∗,RF ∗) be a maximally consistent context. Then

1. (LF ∗,RF ∗) ⊢ aiRaj iff aiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

2. (LF ∗,RF ∗) ⊢ u:A iff a:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).
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3. a:B ⊃ C ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) iff a:B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) impliesa:C ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

4. ai:⋆B ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) iff aiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) impliesaj:B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) for all aj .

Proof. 1and2 follow immediately by definition. We only treat4 as3 follows analogously. For the left-to-right direction,
suppose thatai:⋆B ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗). Then, by (ii),(LF ∗,RF∗) ⊢ ai:⋆B, and, by⋆E, we have(LF ∗,RF∗) ⊢ aiRaj
implies (LF ∗,RF ∗) ⊢ aj :B for all aj . By 1 and2, concludeaiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) impliesaj :B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) for all
aj. For the converse, suppose thatai:⋆B 6∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Thenai:¬⋆B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), and, by the construction of
(LF ∗,RF ∗), there exists anaj such thataiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) andaj :B 6∈ (LF ∗,RF∗).

We can now define the canonical structure

S
c = 〈M c,I c〉 = 〈W c, U c,M c, V c,I c〉

Definition 4. Given a maximal consistent context(LF ∗,RF ∗), we define thecanonical structureS c as follows:

• W c = {a | a ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗)},

• (ai, aj) ∈ U c iff aiUaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗),

• (ai, aj) ∈ M c iff aiMaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗),

• V c(r) = a iff a:r ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗),

• I c(a) = a.

Note that the standard definition ofRc adopted for unlabelled modal logics, i.e.

(ai, aj) ∈ Rc iff {A | �A ∈ ai} ⊆ aj ,

is not applicable in our setting, since{A | �A ∈ ai} ⊆ aj doesnot imply ⊢ aiRaj. We would therefore be unable to prove
completeness for r–formulas, since there would be cases, e.g. whenRF = {}, where0 aiRaj but (ai, aj) ∈ Rc and thus
S c � aiRaj . Hence, we instead define(ai, aj) ∈ Rc iff aiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗); note that thereforeaiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗)
implies{A | �A ∈ ai} ⊆ aj . As a further comparison with the standard definition, note that in the canonical model the
labela can be identified with the set of formulas{A | a:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗)}. Moreover, we immediately have:

Fact 2. aiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) iff (LF ∗,RF ∗) �S
c

aiRaj .

The deductive closure of(LF ∗,RF ∗) for r–formulas ensures not only completeness for r–formula, as shown in Theorem 4
below, but also that the conditions onRc are satisfied, so thatS c is really a structure forMSQR. More concretely:

• U c is an equivalence relation by construction and rulesUrefl , Usymm , andUtrans. For instance, for transitivity,
consider an arbitrary context(LF ,RF ) from which we buildS c. Assume(ai, aj) ∈ U c and(aj , ak) ∈ U c. Then
aiUaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) andajUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Since(LF ∗,RF ∗) is deductively closed, by1 in Lemma 2 and rule
Utrans, we haveaiUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗). Thus,(ai, uk) ∈ U c andU c is indeed transitive.

• ∀v, w ∈ W c. vMw =⇒ vUw holds by construction and ruleUI.

• ∀v ∈ W c. ∃w ∈ W c. vMw holds by construction and ruleMser . For the sake of contradiction, consider an arbitrary
ai and a variablea′j that do not satisfy the property. Define(LF ′,RF ′) = (LF ∗,RF ∗) ∪ {aiMa′j}. Then it cannot
be the case that(LF ′,RF ′) ⊢ α, for otherwise(LF ∗,RF∗) ⊢ α would be derivable by an application of the rule
Mser . Thus,(LF ′,RF ′) 0 α. But then(LF ′,RF ′) must be in the chain of contexts built in Lemma 2. So, by the
maximality of(LF ∗,RF ∗), we have that(LF ′,RF ′) = (LF ∗,RF ∗), contradicting our assumption. Hence, for some
aj , the r–formulaaiMaj is in (LF ∗,RF ∗), which is what we had to show.

• ∀v, w ∈ W c. vMw =⇒ wMw holds by construction and ruleMsrefl .
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• ∀v, w ∈ W c. vMv & vMw =⇒ v = w holds by construction and rulesMsub1 andMsub2 sincev is a classical
world. Consider an arbitrary context(LF ,RF ) from which we buildS c and assume(ai, ai) ∈ M c and(ai, aj) ∈
M c. ThenaiMai ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) andaiMaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Thus, for eachai:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), we also have
aj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗); otherwise, since(LF ∗,RF ∗) is deductively closed, we would haveaj :¬A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and
alsoaj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) by 1 in Lemma 2 and ruleMsub1 , and thus a contradiction. Similarly, ifaj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗)
thenai:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) by rule Msub2 . Hence, for each m–formulaA, we have thatai:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) iff
aj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗), which means thatai andaj are equal with respect to m–formulas.

Under the same assumptions, we can similarly show thatai andaj are equal with respect to r–formulas, i.e. that when-
ever(LF ∗,RF∗) contains an r–formula that includesai then it also contains the same r–formula withaj substituted
for ai, and vice versa. To this end, we must consider 8 different cases corresponding to 8 different r–formulas.

– If akUai ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) for someak, then from the assumption thataiMaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) we haveaiUaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and ruleUI. Therefore,akUaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) by ruleUtrans.

– We can reason similarly forajUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and also apply rulesUI andUtrans to conclude that then also
aiUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

– If aiUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) for someak, then from the assumption thataiMaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) we haveaiUaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and ruleUI, and thusajUai ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗), by ruleUsymm . Therefore,
ajUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) by ruleUtrans .

– We can reason similarly forakUaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and also apply rulesUI, Usymm, andUtrans to conclude
that then alsoakUai ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

– If akMai ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) for someak, then from the assumption thataiMaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) we haveakMaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and the derived ruleMtrans.

– We can reason similarly forajMak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) and also apply ruleMtrans to conclude that then alsoaiUak ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗).

– If aiMak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) for someak, then from the assumptions thataiMai ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) andaiMaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗) we haveajMak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and ruleMsub1 .

– We can reason similarly forakMaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) and apply ruleMsub2 to conclude that then alsoakMai ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗).

Hence,ai andaj are equal also with respect to r–formulas, and thusai = aj whenever(ai, ai) ∈ M c and(ai, aj) ∈
M c, which is what we had to show.

By Lemma 2 and Fact 2, it follows that:

Lemma 3. a:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) iff (LF ∗,RF ∗) �S
c

a:A.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the grade ofa:A, and we treat only the step case wherea:A is ai:⋆B; the other cases
follow analogously. For the left-to-right direction, assumeai:⋆B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Then, by Lemma 2,aiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗)
implies aj:B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), for all aj . Fact 2 and the induction hypothesis yield that(LF ∗,RF ∗) �S

c

aj :B for all
aj such that(LF ∗,RF ∗) �S

c

aiI
c(R)aj , i.e. (LF ∗,RF∗) �S

c

ai:⋆B by Definition 3. For the converse, assume
ai:¬⋆B ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Then, by Lemma 2,aiRaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) andaj :¬B ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗), for someaj . Fact 2 and
the induction hypothesis yield(LF ∗,RF ∗) �S

c

aiRaj and(LF ∗,RF ∗) �S
c

aj :¬B, i.e. (LF ∗,RF∗) �S
c

ai:¬⋆B by
Definition 3.

We can now finally show:

Theorem 4(Completeness ofMSQR). Γ � α impliesΓ ⊢ α.

Proof. If (LF ,RF ) 0 biRbj, thenbiRbj 6∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), and thus(LF ∗,RF ∗) 2S
c

biRbj by Fact 2.
If (LF ,RF ) 0 b:A, then(LF ∪ {b:¬A},RF ) is consistent; otherwise there exists abi such that(LF ∪ {b:¬A},RF ) ⊢

bi:⊥, and then(LF ,RF ) ⊢ b:A. Therefore, by Lemma 1,(LF ∪{b:¬A},RF ) is included in a maximally consistent context
((LF ∪{b:¬A})∗,RF ∗). Then, by Lemma 3,((LF ∪ {b:¬A})∗,RF ∗) �MC

b:¬A, i.e.((LF ∪{w:¬A})∗,RF ∗) 2S
c

b:A,
and thus(LF ,RF ) 2S

c

w:A.
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We can reason similarly to show the soundness and completeness ofMSpQR with respect to the corresponding semantics:
Theorem 2 follows from Theorems 5 and 6 below.

Theorem 5(Soundness ofMSpQR). Γ ⊢ α impliesΓ � α.

Proof. We letM be an arbitrary model and prove that ifΓ ⊢ α then� I (Γ) implies� I (α) for anyI . The proof proceeds
by induction on the structure of the derivation ofα fromΓ. The base case, whereα ∈ Γ, is trivial. There is one step case for
each rule ofMSpQR, where the soundness of the rules⊃ I, ⊃ E, RAA, ⊥E, Urefl , Usymm, Utrans follows exactly like
in the proof of Theorem 3.

The soundness of the rules⋆I and⋆E follows exactly like in the proof of Theorem 3, with the only difference that when
⋆ is � thenR is P.

The rulePUI is sound by property(i) in the definition of the semantics forMSpQR.
The rulePtrans is sound by property(ii) in the definition of the semantics forMSpQR.
The soundness of the ruleclass follows like for the soundness of the ruleMser in the proof of Theorem 3, this time

exploiting property(iii) in the definition of the semantics forMSpQR.
The soundness of the rulesPsub1 andPsub2 follows like for the soundness of the rulesMsub1 andMsub2 in the proof

of Theorem 3, this time exploiting property(iv) in the definition of the semantics forMSpQR.

To prove completeness (Theorem 4), we proceed like for the case ofMSQR, mutatis mutandis in the construction of the
canonical model. In particular, given a maximal consistentcontext(LF ∗,RF∗), we define the canonical structureS c =
〈W c, U c, P c, V c,I c〉 by setting

• (ai, aj) ∈ P c iff aiPaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗).

To show that the conditions onRc are satisfied, so thatS c is really a structure forMSpQR, we reuse the results proved for
MSQR and in addition show the following:

• ∀v, w ∈ W c. vPw =⇒ vUw holds by construction and rulePUI.

• ∀v, w′, w′′ ∈ W c. vPw′ & w′Pw′′ =⇒ vPw′′ holds by construction and rulePtrans .

• ∀v ∈ W c. ∃w ∈ W c. vPw & wPw holds by construction and ruleclass . For the sake of contradiction, consider an
arbitraryai and a variablea′j that do not satisfy the property. Define(LF ′,RF ′) = (LF ∗,RF∗) ∪ {aiPa

′
j , a

′
jPa

′
j}.

Then it cannot be the case that(LF ′,RF ′) ⊢ α, for otherwise(LF ∗,RF ∗) ⊢ α would be derivable by an application
of the ruleclass . Thus,(LF ′,RF ′) 0 α. But then(LF ′,RF ′) must be in the chain of contexts built in Lemma 2. So,
by the maximality of(LF ∗,RF∗), we have that(LF ′,RF ′) = (LF ∗,RF ∗), contradicting our assumption. Hence,
for someaj , the r–formulasaiMaj andajMaj are both in(LF ∗,RF ∗), which is what we had to show.

• ∀v, w ∈ W c. vPv & vPw =⇒ v = w holds by construction and rulesPsub1 andPsub2 sincev is a classical
world. Consider an arbitrary context(LF ,RF ) from which we buildS c and assume(ai, ai) ∈ P c and(ai, aj) ∈ P c.
ThenaiPai ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) andaiPaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗). Thus, for eachai:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), we also haveaj :A ∈
(LF ∗,RF ∗); otherwise, since(LF ∗,RF ∗) is deductively closed, we would haveaj :¬A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) and also
aj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) by 1 in Lemma 2 and rulePsub1 , and thus a contradiction. Similarly, ifaj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗)
then ai:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) by rule Psub2 . Hence, for each m–formulaA, we have thatai:A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) iff
aj :A ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗), which means thatai andaj are equal with respect to m–formulas.

Under the same assumptions, we can similarly show thatai andaj are equal with respect to r–formulas, i.e. that when-
ever(LF ∗,RF∗) contains an r–formula that includesai then it also contains the same r–formula withaj substituted
for ai, and vice versa. To this end, we must consider 8 different cases corresponding to 8 different r–formulas.

– If akUai ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) for someak, then from the assumption thataiPaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) we haveaiUaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and rulePUI. Therefore,akUaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) by ruleUtrans.

– We can reason similarly forajUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and also apply rulesPUI andUtrans to conclude that then
alsoaiUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

– If aiUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) for someak, then from the assumption thataiPaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) we haveaiUaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and rulePUI, and thusajUai ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗), by ruleUsymm. Therefore,
ajUak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) by ruleUtrans .
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– We can reason similarly forakUaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and also apply rulesPUI, Usymm, andUtrans to conclude
that then alsoakUai ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗).

– If akPai ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) for someak, then from the assumption thataiPaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) we haveakPaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and the rulePtrans.

– We can reason similarly forajPak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and also apply rulePtrans to conclude that then alsoaiUak ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗).

– If aiPak ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) for someak, then from the assumptions thataiPai ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗) andaiPaj ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗) we haveajPak ∈ (LF ∗,RF∗), by 1 in Lemma 2 and rulePsub1 .

– We can reason similarly forakPaj ∈ (LF ∗,RF ∗) and apply rulePsub2 to conclude that then alsoakPai ∈
(LF ∗,RF∗).

Hence,ai andaj are equal also with respect to r–formulas, and thusai = aj whenever(ai, ai) ∈ P c and(ai, aj) ∈ P c,
which is what we had to show.

Proceeding like forMSQR, we then have:

Theorem 6(Completeness ofMSpQR). Γ � α impliesΓ ⊢ α. △
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